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Project Description
Applications are invited for PhD project proposals that will explore how the recent waves of popular protest and consequent political transition since 2011 reflect in the official security policies of the Union for the Mediterranean and how these policies, in turn, mediate everyday discourses and practices of security and insecurity in different Mediterranean locations. Using a mix of qualitative and quantitative methods, the research will trace the connections between official discourses in the Politics and Security chapter of cooperation of the Union for the Mediterranean and everyday localised experiences of security and insecurity post-2011. The candidate is invited to develop a project building on scholarship in political geography on the connections between official geopolitics and everyday life (Pain and Smith, 2008) and on the need to develop studies of the everyday and mundane expressions of geopolitics (Dittmer & Gray, 2010; Dittmer, 2013) and the mechanisms of state power (Painter, 2006).

Protest and uprising since at least early 2011 have been shaped by concerns for human rights, democracy, social justice and access to the city which are not the prerogative of the Arab world, but instead emerge on both sides of the Mediterranean, including, Portugal, Spain, Italy and Greece. By deliberately encompassing cities and localities across the Mediterranean, the project contributes to develop urban comparisons across global regions.

Cities are central for dynamics of change, resistance, and securitization. While 9-11 shaped urban political geographies in the past decade (Gregory & Pred, 2007; Graham, 2004), mass protest shows how cities constitute physical and symbolic terrains for sociopolitical change. The research will engages in novel ways with urban geopolitics (Fregonese, 2012; Graham, 2004) by exploring the links between protest, EuroMediterranean official security policy and localised practices and negotiations of security and insecurity.

The research will include empirical fieldwork, with a range of case studies encompassing themes such as: the EU’s changing relations with new Arab governmental partners and the impact at the local level; changes in official security policies and their reflection in the look, management, and meaning of urban spaces; and the changing landscape and politics of migration and mobility across the Mediterranean and its impact on local landscapes of border policing, migrant detention and management. Methods will include surveys, analysis of audio-visual and textual archives including social media; semi-structured interviews with activists, security officials, policy representatives, and urban managers, and visual methods to document spatial changes.
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Applicants should apply via [http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/postgraduate/courses/research/qees/geoq-environ-sciences.aspx](http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/postgraduate/courses/research/qees/geoq-environ-sciences.aspx) where they should click on ‘Apply now’ and choose the option ‘PhD in Department of Geography and Environmental Science (Human Geography)’ and give the PhD title in the ‘Funding details’ section of the online application.